
Michael Henry Page Esq and other Counselors et al,
Jennifer Haltom Doan Esq and Joshua Reed Thane Esq use a server that sent a notice of 
temporary unavailability last night around 2:19am CST when the Plaintiff sent a wire 
communication reflecting extreme frustration.  This wire communication was sent to 
numerous servers overseas as well as every Opposing Counselor as is included below 
followed by the notice of delivery failure from <haltomdoan.com>.

The Plaintiff had notified GOOG via their “DMCA joke online form” repeatedly for the last 
three years as well as the posted contact listed for the Russian server.  GOOG will soon need 
to cease attempting to embarrass those who send notice of violations by linking the results to 
the “chilling effects” website.  This will now be an added claim.

This morning, as early as 10:14am CST, ninety nudes and figurenude images were DELETED/
REMOVED as requested roughly eight hours before.   These offensive images were no longer 
displayed after displayed continually as art purporting to be done and published by the 
Plaintiff from November 30, 2000. This defamatory display of art was despite numerous 
attempts to have them removed from the Russian server.  GOOG proudly refused to cease 
display of these offensive images. Michael Henry Page Esq seemed frustrated on Dec 6, 2011 
before Honorable Erin L Setser as can be seen on the top of page 72 of the 93 page
transcript of the hearing of Dkt. 216.  Partial quote of the frustrated GOOG Counselor follows. 

“We report on the current state of the internet. We can individually, of course, block 
results, but we are -- but Google has very strong institutional reasons not to start 
playing censor to the internet based on everyone's request. There is no end to that 
whole …”

GOOG, as an institution, best learn to accept U.S.C. 17 § 106A instead of revising the 
definition of “copyrite” via class action conspiracy in NY. Michael Henry Page Esq might best 
learn to accept the fact that Russians no longer believe GOOG will be allowed to thumb their 
nose at the laws of the USA as well as Europe.  The Plaintiff is ecstatic in agreeing that “[t]
here is no end to that whole…” duty to “playing the censor” or duty to pay fines to the FCC 
for failing to remove wire communication broadcasts of indecent material after advised it is 
improper.  Chilling-effects – no it is time for responsibility for wire communications of content 
on the Internet.  Please review Dkt. 232 Exhibit “A” for a preview of the “freezing effects” of 
responsibility.  It is not currently Federal Statute, but will be very soon.
The Plaintiff does not require the same amount of sleep as is required for non-brain-injured 
persons.  It required the Russian host or party controlling the server approximately eight 
hours to remove the inappropriate content.  The GOOG “rights” to continue to display this 
offensive art have never existed and will be weighed by the JURY considering damages.
GOOG is NOW exclusively a CONTENT PROVIDER not protected in the least by § 230! The 
display of art that violates the personal rights for visual artists anchored in U.S.C. 17 § 106A 
will eventually end GOOG profitability in NY and elsewhere.  Honorable Jimm Larry Hendren 
is not likely to rule and grant GOOG permission to continue display of inappropriate art 
despite complaints by visual artists like the Plaintiff.
The server <artnude.pp.ru/curtis_neeley> is no longer a Russian third-party GOOG can hang 
§ 230 around.  Please delete the content exclusively now on GOOG servers.  GOOG will be 
timed and compared to the Russian operators who responded timely this AM!
This info is not yet filed but is NOT PRIVATE!

Sincerely at 12:50pm 5/26/11, 

Curtis J Neeley Jr, MFA
www.CurtisNeeley.com
2619 N. Quality Ln, Ste 123
Fayetteville, AR 72703
Voice: 479-263-4795----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DISCLAIMER:  Curtis Neeley suffered a severe traumatic brain injury that often very negatively impacts his communications.  He is often 
perceived as blunt, tactless, self-centered and rude. Although Curtis has a severe disability, he is determined to continue creating
meaningful visual art.  The Curtis Neeley Foundation will be created to preserve and promote his artistic photographic legacy.

-------from haltomdoan.com-------------------

Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients.

      Subject:    DMCA notice
      Sent: 5/26/2011 2:19 AM

The following recipient(s) cannot be reached:

      Jdoan (jdoan@haltomdoan.com) on 5/26/2011 2:20 AM
            Server error: '451 Temporary local problem - please try later'

      Jthane (jthane@haltomdoan.com) on 5/26/2011 2:20 AM
            Server error: '451 Temporary local problem - please try later'

---------------- original email that removed the 230 excuse ------------------

Serhiy Kochugov, Google Counselors et al,

       GOOG appears to have an extremely vested interest in (artnude.pp.ru) and very many 
other Russian domains. (google.com/a/vpost.ru/) GOOG has been advised that nude or 
“figurenude” images displayed due to image searches for the name “Curtis Neeley” violate 
the copyrites of one Plaintiff.  GOOG is facing the Plaintiff in the United States Court for the 
Western District of Arkansas in case no. (5:09-cv-05151).

       Please be advised that another case will be filed alleging intentional harassing, outrage, 
copyrite violations, and libel in the event that Honorable Jimm Larry Hendren fails to order 
GOOG to stop display of nudes for searches for “Curtis Neeley” in the next two weeks or even 
if the judge does. Very many of the “Curtis Neeley” search results limited to the (artnude.pp.
ru) server, as seen in the PDF linked below, were not done by Mr Neeley. This will result in 
allegation of intentional defamations after advised in US Federal Court.

        Prepare to attempt to snuggle up in GOOG’s 47 U.S.C. § 230 permission slip to violate 
State Laws and watch it being ripped off GOOG by a very angry and very determined 
Plaintiff. Laws do not change because GOOG is big, powerful, and profitable  as Google Inc 
will discover very soon in New York and in Fayetteville, Arkansas. 

       GOOG removed the two nude images from the Safe Search found at deviantart.com but 
return an additional two from <artnude.pp.ru> as can be seen in a search or in the linked 
PDFs. This is an increase of exposure in the last three days. DMCA notices were done for 
every image and punitive damages are extremely warranted.

Every nude image file beginning with http://artnude.pp.ru/en/curtis_neeley/ is not authorized 
to be shown.

Google, Inc. 
Attn: Google Legal Support, DMCA Complaints 
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway 
Mountain View, CA 94043

images.google.com/imgres?imgurl= artnude.pp.ru/curtis_neeley/lna_bnd1.jpg&imgrefurl= 
artnude.pp.ru/en/curtis_neeley/50/

These PDFs are not attached but are online at the following unregulated wire locations 
(URLs).

http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/GOOG-DMCA.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/Curtis Neeley-site_artnude.pp5-25-2011.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-24-2011.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-25-2011-p6-
report.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-25-2011.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/DMCA-report-AGAIN.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-24-2011-lo.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-24-2011-p6-
report-lo.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-25-2011-lo.pdf

Sincerely curious if anyone is paying attention, 

Curtis J Neeley Jr, MFA
www.CurtisNeeley.com
2619 N. Quality Ln, Ste 123
Fayetteville, AR 72703
Voice: 479-263-4795
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DISCLAIMER:  Curtis Neeley suffered a severe traumatic brain injury that often very negatively impacts his communications.  He is often 
perceived as blunt, tactless, self-centered and rude. Although Curtis has a severe disability, he is determined to continue creating
meaningful visual art.  The Curtis Neeley Foundation will be created to preserve and promote his artistic photographic legacy.

BCC to wow@rbcmail.ru; sergey@forte-it.ru; support@masterhost.ru; tv@forte-it.ru;
adv@qip.ru



Serhiy Kochugov, Google Counselors et al,
       GOOG appears to have an extremely vested interest in (artnude.pp.ru) and very many 
other Russian domains. (google.com/a/vpost.ru/) GOOG has been advised that nude or 
“figurenude” images displayed due to image searches for the name “Curtis Neeley” violate 
the copyrites of one Plaintiff.  GOOG is facing the Plaintiff in the United States Court for the 
Western District of Arkansas in case no. (5:09-cv-05151).

       Please be advised that another case will be filed alleging intentional harassing, outrage, 
copyrite violations, and libel in the event that Honorable Jimm Larry Hendren fails to order 
GOOG to stop display of nudes for searches for “Curtis Neeley” in the next two weeks or even 
if the judge does. Very many of the “Curtis Neeley” search results limited to the (artnude.pp.
ru) server, as seen in the PDF linked below, were not done by Mr Neeley. This will result in 
allegation of intentional defamations after advised in US Federal Court.

        Prepare to attempt to snuggle up in GOOG’s 47 U.S.C. § 230 permission slip to violate 
State Laws and watch it being ripped off GOOG by a very angry and very determined 
Plaintiff. Laws do not change because GOOG is big, powerful, and profitable  as Google Inc 
will discover very soon in New York and in Fayetteville, Arkansas. 

       GOOG removed the two nude images from the Safe Search found at deviantart.com but 
return an additional two from <artnude.pp.ru> as can be seen in a search or in the linked 
PDFs. This is an increase of exposure in the last three days. DMCA notices were done for 
every image and punitive damages are extremely warranted.

Every nude image file beginning with http://artnude.pp.ru/en/curtis_neeley/ is not authorized 
to be shown.
Google, Inc. 
Attn: Google Legal Support, DMCA Complaints 
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway 
Mountain View, CA 94043
images.google.com/imgres?imgurl= artnude.pp.ru/curtis_neeley/lna_bnd1.jpg&imgrefurl= 
artnude.pp.ru/en/curtis_neeley/50/

These PDFs are not attached but are online at the following unregulated wire locations 
(URLs).

http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/GOOG-DMCA.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/Curtis Neeley-site_artnude.pp5-25-2011.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-24-2011.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-25-2011-p6-
report.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-25-2011.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/DMCA-report-AGAIN.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-24-2011-lo.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-24-2011-p6-
report-lo.pdf
http://www.CurtisNeeley.com/NameMedia/GOOG/curtis_neeley_GoogleSSearch5-25-2011-lo.pdf

Sincerely curious if anyone is paying attention, 
Curtis J Neeley Jr, MFA
www.CurtisNeeley.com
2619 N. Quality Ln, Ste 123
Fayetteville, AR 72703
Voice: 479-263-4795 --
DISCLAIMER:  Curtis Neeley suffered a severe traumatic brain injury that often very negatively impacts his communications.  He is often 
perceived as blunt, tactless, self-centered and rude. Although Curtis has a severe disability, he is determined to continue creating
meaningful visual art.  The Curtis Neeley Foundation will be created to preserve and promote his artistic photographic legacy.

BCC to wow@rbcmail.ru; sergey@forte-it.ru; support@masterhost.ru; tv@forte-it.ru;
adv@qip.ru

---------------- original email that removed the 230 excuse ------------------



-------from haltomdoan.com-------------------
Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients.
      Subject:    DMCA notice
      Sent: 5/26/2011 2:19 AM

The following recipient(s) cannot be reached:
      Jdoan (jdoan@haltomdoan.com) on 5/26/2011 2:20 AM
            Server error: '451 Temporary local problem - please try later'
      Jthane (jthane@haltomdoan.com) on 5/26/2011 2:20 AM
            Server error: '451 Temporary local problem - please try later'
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